Mi earphones Quantie
(Pro, Hybrid)

The Cable of the Headphones

Mi smartphone management

Replacing an ear cushions
Volume up

Using a Kevlar with copper fiber

Incoming calls:
Short press – answer;
Press twice – silent mode;
Hold– deny.

1. Choose an appropriate size of your ear
cushions;
2. Turn inside out an ear pads;
3. Insert an ear pads into the corresponding
holes to extract audio;
4. Turn inside out an ear cushions to its original
position.
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Model: QTER01JY;
Type: in-ear headphones;
Function of remote control: yes;
Main Material: enamelled copper wires;
Impedance: 32 Ohm;
Weight: 14g;
Cable lenght: 1.25m;
Headphones sensitivity: 101 dB;
Jack: 3.5mm gilding;
Max power: 5mW;
Standard: GB / T 14471-2013;
Frequency range: 20-20 000Hz.
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The outer cover of the cable shell

Music:
Start/Stop

Microphone
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Volume down

Headphone`s specs
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Using TPE material that reduces friction and noisy
sound is more pleasant on contact with human skin

Apple iPhone Management

Not used

Music:
Start/Stop;
Press twice, to play next
track;
Press three times to play
previous track;

Not used

Microphone

The outer cover of TPE material

Warranty

Warranty service is carried out in accordance with
the law of the «rights of consumers» and «Law on
product quality.»
The warranty service includes:
1. Within 7 days from the date of purchase, in case
of a problem from the «fault list» Xiaomi service
center determines the cause of the problem, then
you can choose a free replacement product or a
refund.
2. Within 8-15 days from the date of purchase,
in case of a problem from the «fault list» Xiaomi
service center defines the problem, and then you
choose a free replacement or repair of the goods.
3. Within 12 months from the date of purchase,
in case of a problem from the «fault list» Xiaomi
service center defines the problem, then you get a
free repair.

Non-warranty cases
1. Maintenance of devices in non-authorized service
center, improper use, falling, neglect, abuse, liquid
ingress, accident, broken, or if a label corrupted;
2. The warranty period has expired;
3. Damage caused by force majeure, such as
lightning, fire or flood;

4. Breakdowns that do not correspond to the «fault list»
of Xiaomi service center;
5. The failure of the device from the «List of faults»,
which arose in connection with the human factor, and
which interfere with normal operation.
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Improper operation of functions, described in the
manual;
No sound from speakers;
The improper work of a microphone;
Improper operation of buttons;
Cracks / damage due a structure of a material of the
device.
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List of Faults

